COVID-19 VACCINE FAQ
Dear Folks,
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As the COVID19 pandemic enters its 3rd year, many people are fatigued and growing weary of hearing about
COVID. However, the virus is not weary and will continue to wreak harm and death until it is under control.
With the new omicron variant offering both the potential to overwhelm hospitals and a way out of the
pandemic, many experts remain very cautious, while others offer optimism.
HSC continues to see much misinformation shared on social media and other places. Recently, a sharp
increase of COVID hospitalizations and deaths (over 20 in the last few months) among Hutterites in Manitoba
has made many aware of the serious risks and dangers of the virus. As a result, many are taking more
precautions and a growing number are getting vaccinated. Unfortunately, the whole pandemic has been
politicized. This polarization, where people pick a side and dig in, has not escaped Hutterites and is causing
division in many families and communities. May we be respectful of others as we navigate this pandemic.
May we always seek to learn the truth and avoid the traps of misinformation and limited understanding that
lead to false understandings.
The HSC COVID-19 Taskforce will be publishing a series of FAQs in the next few weeks. All of these responses
have been carefully reviewed for accuracy by health care professionals (doctors) within the Manitoba and
Alberta Health Departments.
In this bulletin, we will address the following questions:
1. How does a virus infect us?

2. How does our immune system work?
3. How does an mRNA vaccine work?

4. Why COVID-19 mRNA vaccines can’t change your DNA.

To understand how vaccines work, it is important to first understand how our immune system works.
How Viruses Infect Our Cells
Viruses cannot make copies of themselves without first infecting a
host, whether that is a plant, animal, or human cell. This allows them
to steal the “machinery” of the cell itself, literally turning it into a virus
factory.
Viruses trick our body’s cells into accepting them into the cytoplasm
(liquid inside) of the cell because they have a particular “key” that fits
into the “lock” of our cell wall. This key unlocks the cell and allows the
virus in.
Our cells are unaware that they have been hijacked or stolen by a virus.
But once the virus enters the cell, a deadly infection starts. The virus injects its contents (a single strand of
foreign RNA) into our cells, and they start creating the protein that the RNA (recipe) codes for.
Our cells “read” the instructions from the single strand of viral RNA and make thousands of copies of the
virus. As our cells make more and more viruses, they burst out into the rest of our body’s cells, where the
viruses infect even more of our cells. This process of virus replication and infection continues, making us
sick, and in the case of COVID, can result in permanent damage to organs, or Long Covid, or death.
Eventually, our bodies do recognize the viruses as foreign invaders, and our immune systems produce
antibodies that successfully combat the viruses. But in the meantime, we can get very sick, especially with a
new (novel) coronavirus, which our body has never encountered before and has no immunity against.

How mRNA Vaccines Work and How Our Immune System Defends Us
RNA is a message or a recipe. At any moment, a human cell has 5000+ different RNA messages to make
different proteins and enzymes, and they are all temporary messages, like post-it notes that get torn up by
the cells within minutes or hours after being read.
The messages are codes used to build many different proteins your body needs in order to survive, including
blood cells, or muscle, bone, hair protein, a digestive enzyme, a hormone, and the list goes on.
RNA vaccines do NOT become a permanent part of your body. They are temporary messages instructing cells
to make ONE viral protein temporarily. In the case of RNA COVID-19 vaccines, the RNA message is for 1 single
coronavirus protein, the spike protein the virus uses to enter your body cells. These spikes, by themselves,
are not dangerous, and can’t make anyone sick. They are essentially “wanted posters” that help the body
recognize and fight off the real virus when it comes along.
It takes at least 25 different coronavirus proteins to make a coronavirus, so it is not biologically possible for
the RNA from the vaccine to make the virus. It makes only one protein, the spike protein.
Unlike infections caused by bacteria, viruses cannot be treated with antibiotics, so numerous deadly viral
diseases are instead prevented by vaccines. “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure” perfectly
describes a vaccine.
A vaccine usually contains the smallest part or amount of virus that will trigger an immune system response,
yet not cause serious illness, or even death, which can happen if you are infected by viruses in the real world.
A vaccine is like a training exercise that is very similar to an actual infection by a virus. And if there are
second or third doses, which most vaccines include, these are like second and third refresher or booster
sessions. All of these are training sessions for our immune system so it is already equipped with antibodies,
memory T and B cells when the real virus attacks.
COVID-19 mRNA vaccines are given in the upper arm muscle. The mRNA will enter the muscle cells and
instruct the cells’ machinery to produce a harmless piece of what is called the spike protein. The spike
protein is found on the surface of the virus that causes COVID-19. After the protein piece is made, our cells
break down the mRNA and remove it within a few days after vaccination, and scientists estimate that the
spike protein, like other proteins created by our bodies, may stay in the body for 10 - 14 days.
Next, our cells display the spike protein piece on their surface. However, our immune system recognizes that
the protein doesn’t belong there. This triggers our immune system to produce antibodies and activates other
immune cells to fight off what it thinks is an infection.
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At the end of the process, our bodies have learned how to protect against future infection from the
virus that causes COVID-19. The benefit of COVID-19 mRNA vaccines, like all vaccines, is that those
vaccinated gain this protection without ever having to risk the potentially serious consequences
of getting sick with COVID-19. Any temporary discomfort (may last a few days) experienced after
getting the vaccine is a natural part of your immune system response and an indication that the
vaccine is working. Serious, adverse side effects are rare and should be reported to your doctor.
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Why Multiple Doses are Recommended
There are many three-dose vaccines (see chart). That’s because immune memory isn’t good after one dose.
After hepatitis B and tetanus shots, your body makes antibodies, but they fade after only a few months. But
after your 3rd dose, your antibodies for hepatitis B last for 10+ years. For tetanus, they last for 30 years.
This is because your immune system is doing a cost-benefit analysis. It takes a huge amount of calories
(energy) to make antibodies for 10 years. So if your immune system sees a virus once, and it wasn’t lifethreatening, it’s worth SOME resources, but not that many. And if you see the virus a second time, it’s worth
more resources. But if you get infected a third time, it usually forces your immune system to add more frontline troops. After a 3rd dose, your antibody levels can be 2 to 4 times higher than they were after 2 doses,
AND three doses can generate much longer-lasting immunity to disease. According to research from the UK,
three doses of an mRNA vaccine should provide about 88% protection against hospitalization and death for
the Omicron variant. How long the immunity will last with new variants is still unknown.

If you get infected, and you have a certain amount of circulating antibodies, what happens if
the virus makes it past them? What is your body’s backup plan?
The backup plan is memory cells called T-cells and B cells. They’re capable of making more of those same
antibodies, if they’re required. Memory B cells are like antibody factories, just sitting there with the lights or
power off, waiting. And if you get an infection, the factory turns on, and the memory B cells crank out more
antibodies. But that’s only part of the story. Their other purpose is to guess and prepare for the next variant.
The memory B cells all have slightly different mutations in them that are predictions by your immune system
about what the next variant will look like. Pretty amazing!
Can the mRNA vaccines make changes to our DNA?
Widely circulated misinformation suggests the mRNA in the currently available vaccines can permanently
change our DNA or genetic makeup. This is incorrect. It is biologically impossible for RNA to change your DNA
for the following reasons:
1. Location — mRNA can’t enter the nucleus
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The cell has two compartments, the cytoplasm, and the nucleus. The nucleus has a nuclear membrane
around it, and inside the nucleus is your DNA. First, the messenger RNA has to get into the nucleus. In
order to do that, it would require something called a nuclear access signal, kind of like a key and lock,
which it doesn’t have. Therefore, it can’t get into the nucleus.
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2. Process — changing RNA into DNA requires 2 enzymes the human body doesn’t have
Even if it could get into the nucleus, the vaccine is mRNA, not DNA. It’s a different protein molecule. It’s
like Korean and English, two different languages.
So, in order for the messenger RNA to in any way affect DNA, it would first have to be reverse
transcribed to DNA. And, it could do that if it had an enzyme called reverse transcriptase, which turns
RNA into DNA. But the human body doesn’t have that enzyme. Therefore, not only can the RNA not get
into the nucleus, but it also doesn’t have the enzyme that would allow it to become DNA. Moreover,
even if the RNA were reverse transcribed to DNA, which it’s not because it can’t be, it would still need
to integrate into the DNA with an enzyme called integrase, which the human body also doesn’t have or
produce.
So for all three reasons, the fact that the mRNA can’t enter the nucleus; the fact that the mRNA isn’t DNA
and would need to be translated or reverse transcribed back to DNA; and because it can’t be integrated into
DNA, it is not possible for messenger RNA in the current form of the vaccine to alter DNA. The chance of that
happening is not small — it’s zero. It is not possible.
Conclusion

The information above has been vetted by multiple doctors from Manitoba and Alberta Health, the
same people we trust to offer cancer care, heart surgery, diabetes care for our ailing people.
May we be respectful of the thousands of doctors, nurses, and other health care professionals
who are facing burnout as the pandemic continues. May we do our part to curb the spread
of misinformation, disinformation, and outright lies, as we travel this troubled road. Let’s try
to understand the situation from the perspective of those who are required to deal with the
consequences of COVID and let us not vilify them even if their solutions seem foreign or wrong to us.
After all, we do not see what they see on a daily basis in the hospitals.
May God grant us the wisdom to recognize how little we know, and may we pray that He guides
the hands of the professionals who have the immense responsibility of leading us through this
pestilence.
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